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Overview
1. Introduction of the Max Planck Digital Library (MPDL)
2. Open Access Activities
3. New German copyright law (§
 
137l)
4. Open Access: How to publish OA compatible
5. Links
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Zeitschriften im MPG-weiten Zugriff
2.2.4 Development of eJournal provision
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1.2 Open Access
? Christoph Bruch and Anja Lengenfelder co-ordinate the Open 
Access activities of MPDL
? Co-operation with MPIs
? Data archiving
? Access to cultural heritage
? Max Planck Open Access Network
? Workshops on legal questions (in April and October)
? Focus on policy making and internal/external communications
? Raising awareness of Open Access (Internet, Flyer, 
presentations)
? Preparation of and attendance at conferences, e.g. Berlin 
Conferences
? Support of the signatories of the Berlin Declaration (Database)
Berlin 5 Open Access: 
From Practice to Impact 




2.4 Open Access Platform
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2.1 Definition Open Access
Berlin Declaration (2003) claims
„…free, irrevocable, worldwide, right of access to, and a license 
to copy, use, distribute, transmit and display the work publicly 
and to make and distribute derivative works, in any digital 
medium for any responsible purpose….“
2.2 Green Road
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2.2.1 Green Road: eDoc
? Institutional Repository of the Max Planck Society, sponsored by
Heinz Nixdorf Center for Information Management, moved into 
MPDL
? Already provides Open Access functionalities
? More function, e.g. copyright management, will be offered by 
next version (PubMan)
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? MPDL is following two strategies:
? Article charge agreements:
? Consortia -> Publisher: e.g. SCOAP³
? MPS -> Publisher:
? New Journal of Physics (concluded)
? BioMed Central (concluded)
? EGU/Copernicus (concluded)
? Springer (concluded)
? PLoS (conclusion this year)
? Thieme (first talks)
? MPS OA Journals
? Living Reviews
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2.3.2 Golden Road - SCOAP³
SCOAP³ (=Sponsoring Consortium for Open Access Publishing in Particle Physics)
International initiative, co-ordinated by CERN (Europ. Org. for Nuclear Research) 
Aim:
? 100% OA of all HEP (=High Energy Physics) articles + preserve established 
journal “landscape” and its quality standards  (peer-review) 
? 5 „core“ and 1 „broadband“ journals (sponsoring model, hybrid model)
? Re-direct money spent on subscription to SCOAP³
? Long-term archiving of HEP publications
Background:
? Small community (15000 scientists in total)
? Few HEP journals (10)
? Long OA tradition (www.arxiv.org)
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2.4 Open Access Platform: Max Planck Society Branch
? One stop shop for information on Open 
Access in Germany
? Online since May 2007
? DFG sponsored project of  4 German 
university libraries
? Additional support by several institutions, 
e.g. MPS 
? Selection by subject possible
? English version is planned
? http://open-access.net
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3. New German Copyright Act: §
 
137l
? The use right for online publication of print publications of the 
period starting 1966 and ending 1994 with where publish by 
German publishers are mostly still owned by the authors.
? This right is to be transferred to the publisher by an 
automatism started by an amendment to the German 
copyright act.
? The author can stop this automatism.
? This is a great opportunity to transfer a simple right for online 
publication of your old articles to MPS
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4. Open Access: How to publish OA compatible
? According to eDoc
Pharmacopsychiatry
Is the most popular journal with the researchers from
the MPI of Psychiatry
? What does the website of the journal tell us about the journal’s 
open access policy?
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Let‘s have a look at the Sherpa Romeo list
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Finding a Journal is easy:
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A search for Pharmacopsychiatry brings you here:
Journal allows self-archiving after 
an embargo of twelve months
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Finally from Sherpa you are linked to this PDF: 
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5. Links
? Max Planck Society
? MPDL CoLab -> http://colab.mpdl.mpg.de/mediawiki/Open_Access_Index
? Berlin Declaration -> http://oa.mpg.de/
? eDoc Server -> http://edoc.mpg.de
? eSciDoc -> http://www.escidoc-project.de
? Living Reviews -> http://livingreviews.org
? International
? Directory of Open Access Journals -> http://www.doaj.org/
? Sherpa Romeo List -> http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo.php
? The Scholarly Publishing & Academic Resources Coalition
http://www.arl.org/sparc
? Peter Suber’s OA Blog -> http://www.earlham.edu
? SCOAP³ -> http://scoap3.org/
? German
? Information Platform Open Access -> http://open-access.net
? Open Access Handbuch der Deutschen UNESCO Kommission
http://www.unesco.de/fileadmin/medien/Dokumente/Bibliothek/jb2006.pdf
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Thank you very much for your attention!
These slides are freely available via eDoc,
the central repository of Max Planck Society
